Unburied subsea pipelines operating under high temperature and high pressure (HT/HP) conditions tend to relieve their axial compressive force by forming lateral buckles in an uncontrolled manner. In order to control lateral buckling, a distributed buoyancy section is often employed. In this study, analytical solutions are deduced for lateral buckling of unburied subsea pipelines with a distributed buoyancy section. An energy analysis is employed to investigate the stability of the buckled pipeline. The influence of the length and weight of the distributed buoyancy section on pipeline buckled configurations, typical lateral buckling behaviour and the minimum critical temperature difference is illustrated and analysed. The results are shown to be in good agreement with experimental data in the literature. The effect of imperfections is also discussed and an error analysis is conducted for one of the main assumptions of the proposed analytical method. The results show that increasing the length or decreasing the weight of the distributed buoyancy section can both be used to decrease the minimum critical temperature difference. The maximum compressive stress will decrease with decreasing weight of the distributed buoyancy section. However, the influence of the length of the distributed buoyancy section on the maximum compressive stress is complicated.
Nomenclature
0 is the axial compressive force, induced by high temperature and high pressure, in sections of the pipeline where no axial expansion occurs, is the axial compressive force within the buckled section, is the axial compressive force at the virtual anchors between two buckles, is the flexural rigidity of the pipeline ( is Young's modulus, is the moment of inertia of the cross-section), is an equivalent axial compressive force, 1 , 2 , 3 are the lateral deflections of the buckled pipeline, 1 is the half-length of the primary lobe of the buckled section, 2 is the half-length of the buckled section, is the half-length of the distributed buoyancy section, is the half-length of the feed-in zone, is the longitudinal coordinate along the pipeline, is the submerged weight per unit length of the pipeline with distributed buoyancy section, is the submerged weight per unit length of the pipeline without distributed buoyancy section, = / is a weight ratio coefficient, b and are the lateral and axial soil resistance per unit length for pipeline with distributed buoyancy section, respectively, 1 and 1 are the lateral and axial soil resistance per unit length for pipeline without distributed buoyancy section, respectively, is the coefficient of lateral friction between pipeline and seabed, is the coefficient of axial friction between pipeline and seabed, is the cross-sectional area of the pipeline, is the external diameter of the pipeline, is the wall thickness of the pipeline, is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, 0 is the temperature difference between the pipeline and its surroundings, ̅ ( = 1 − 3) is the axial deformation of the pipeline, 1 is the length of axial thermal expansion within the feed-in region 0 < < due to high pressure and high temperature, 2 is the geometric shortening, which allows for the additional length introduced by the lateral displacement, is the lateral displacement amplitude along the pipeline, is the maximum bending moment along the pipeline, σ is the bending stress along the buckled pipeline, is the maximum axial compressive stress along the pipeline, 1 − 12 and 1 − 12 are constant coefficients, Case represents the case < 1 , Case represents the case 1 < < 2 , is the total potential energy relating to the buckled pipeline (in the feed-in region 0 ≤ ≤ ),
Introduction
For the exploitation and transportation of energy resources, subsea pipelines are increasingly being required to operate under high-temperature conditions to ease flow and prevent solidification of the wax fraction in deep water, leading to excessive axial compressive force along the pipeline. Long unburied subsea pipelines tend to relieve their axial compressive force by forming lateral buckles. Such lateral deformations are uncontrolled and may lead to undesirable stresses and strains along the pipeline potentially destroying its integrity [1] . Moreover, the locations of lateral buckles are very uncertain due to complicated breakout soil resistance induced by partial embedment [2, 3] .
An appropriate method is to introduce some man-made facilities to trigger pipeline to buckle laterally at several planned locations in a controlled manner, rather than to allow it to suffer an uncontrolled, large buckle at one location only [4, 5] . At these planned locations, a sufficient number of lateral buckles should be triggered at a sufficiently low axial compressive force, namely low operating temperature difference. Several buckle initiation techniques, reviewed by Sinclair et al. [6] , have recently been employed to ensure that regular buckles form along the pipeline, such as snake-lay, vertical upset and local weight reduction through a distributed buoyancy section [7] .
Much of the past work on pipeline buckling is based on Hobbs's work [8, 9] , which itself is based on the very similar work on the buckling of railway tracks. In this work the whole pipeline is divided into three separate zones, a central buckled region and two adjoining straight regions. Based on this approach, Taylor derived an analytical solution to lateral and upheaval buckling for pipelines with initial imperfection [10] [11] [12] and analytical solutions for ideal submarine pipelines by considering a deformation-dependent resistance force model [13, 14] . A consistent theory is also developed for the analysis of vertical buckling for imperfect heated pipelines by Pedersen and Jensen [15] .
More recently, Hobbs's method has been adopted by several other studies. Wang and Shi [16, 17] investigated the upheaval buckling for ideal straight pipelines and for pipelines with prop imperfection on a plastic soft seabed. Also, analytical solutions were proposed and compared with finite-element simulations for high-order buckling modes of ideal pipelines and subsea pipelines with a single-arch initial imperfection [18, 19] , which were all based on the classical lateral buckling modes proposed by Hobbs. Karampour and co-workers investigated the interaction between upheaval or lateral buckling and propagation buckling of subsea pipelines [20] [21] [22] . Zhu [23] and Wang [24] proposed a new approach for determining the lateral buckling behaviour of pipelines under thermal loading without the assumption of lateral configuration. In addition, many finite-element analyses have been performed to investigate lateral and upheaval buckling [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . All these studies focussed on lateral buckling or vertical buckling behaviour rather than on how to control this behaviour.
In recent years, lateral buckling of subsea pipelines with buoyancy sections has been studied by several researchers. In the distributed buoyancy method discrete lengths of typically 60 m to 200 m of pipeline are installed with additional buoyancy on them; these lengths are intended as buckle initiation sites. The buoyancy is chosen so that the operational submerged weight is a small fraction (typically 10% to 15%) of the submerged weight of the normal pipe. This method also reduces the restraint provided by the soil, reducing loads in operation [6] . Simple analytical solutions were given for triggering lateral buckles by applying buoyancy to the pipeline by Peek and Yun, which are valid for a single-point buoyancy load, two-point buoyancy load and distributed buoyancy load over a specified length [30] . They assumed that the pipeline was uplifted over a certain length within the buckled section. The lateral soil resistance was taken to be zero over this uplifted section and the bifurcation load to initiate lateral buckling was derived. However, in some cases, the pipeline is not fully uplifted off the seabed. Thus, the effect of buoyancy section is partially to reduce lateral soil resistance, which is not reduced to zero. This situation was not considered by Peek and Yun. The single buoyancy load required to trigger lateral buckles along a pipeline was investigated through analytical methods by Shi and Wang [4] . The pipeline was divided into three zones in the horizontal plane: the span zone, in which the pipeline is uplifted by the buoyancy force, and two contacting zones, in which the pipeline contacts the seabed. The lateral soil resistance within the span zone was taken zero, while the lateral soil resistance within the contacting zones was assumed elastic, which is not realistic in practice. Analytical solutions based on the third lateral buckling mode (in Hobbs's classification) for a pipeline with a distributed buoyancy section were derived by Antunes [31] , which could be employed in the preliminary design to assess the effect of a buoyancy section. An analytical solution was derived for the lateral buckling of the pipeline with buoyancy section by Li [32] and Wang [33] . Compared to their study, one improvement made in this paper is that the assumption of a constant axial compressive force is only employed in the calculation of the lateral deformation and not in the calculation of axial force balance and axial thermal expansion.
In this paper an analytical solution for the lateral buckling of subsea pipelines with a distributed buoyancy section is derived. The solution is used to study the influence of properties of the buoyancy section on lateral buckling. First, the stability of a typical buckling path is analysed by computing the total energy of the pipeline. Then, the influence of the length and weight of the distributed buoyancy section on pipeline buckled configurations and typical lateral buckling behaviour is presented and analysed. The minimum critical temperature difference, lateral displacement amplitude and maximum axial compressive stress are illustrated and discussed in detail. The effect of imperfections is also analysed. Finally, an error analysis is presented and the analytical model is validated by comparison of its predictions with the experimental data reported in [34] . Good agreement is found. 
Analytical solution
Before buckling, the axial compressive force, 0 , along the whole pipeline is induced by thermal expansion. In the process of thermal buckling within a pipeline section that is initially immobilised by axial soil resistance against the seabed a small central segment of pipeline will mobilise. As pipe feeds into the buckle the compressive force in the pipe drops, pulling more pipe into the buckle. If the soil resistance for axial movement is constant, say , then a compressive force will build up in the pipe, increasing linearly with the distance from the centre of the pipeline. At some point this compressive force is sufficient to satisfy the requirement of additional length introduced by the lateral displacement. The end points of this segment are called virtual anchor points. Fig. 1 shows this feed-in region, of length 2 , within the larger immobilised section of the pipeline together with the typical compressive force variation.
is sometimes called the slip-length. The axial compressive force at the virtual anchor points is 0 .
The pipeline is more likely to buckle at the locations where the buoyancy is applied due to the following combined advantages. The initiation method of buoyancy works in two ways. First, during lay the section of pipe with buoyancy will be positively buoyant. This means that it tends to form vertical imperfections as it is laid down. This is further exaggerated by the increase in outside diameter and the reduction in vertical load associated with the buoyancy modules. These vertical imperfections, coupled with the effect of hydrodynamic loading, will tend to produce a natural out-of-straightness at the chosen location. Second, because the operational submerged weight is so low, the lateral frictional restraint is reduced. Consequently, the buckle initiation force is also reduced. So an assumption is made that buckling happens at the buoyancy section, symmetric about the centre of this section. Another assumption is that there is no uplift of the pipeline and therefore take the lateral friction coefficient to be the same for the buoyancy section and the normal sections of the pipeline. In practice multiple (independent) localised buckles may form in the immobilised pipe section if multiple buoyancy sections are employed. In the following a theory is presented for a single localised buckle that applies to each such buckle individually. Fig. 2 illustrates the configuration and load distribution of the third lateral buckling mode for unburied subsea pipelines with a distributed buoyancy section. and are the submerged weight per unit length of the buoyancy and normal sections of the pipeline, respectively. Let = ; is a dimensionless ratio. and 1 are the lateral soil resistance of the buoyancy and normal sections, respectively, and and 1 are the axial soil resistance of the buoyancy and normal sections, respectively.
is the half-length of the buoyancy section. 1 is the half-length of the primary lobe. 2 is the halflength of whole buckled section. In the analytical formulations of this mode presented in this section the pipeline is modelled using linear beam-column theory valid for small deflections.
With reference to Fig. 1 , the axial compressive force distribution ̅ ( ) can be expressed as
The axial soil resistance (a force per unit length) can be written as
where is the axial compressive force at the centre of the buckle. is the coefficient of axial friction between pipeline and seabed. Now the assumption is made that the axial compressive force is constant in the buckled region and equal to the force at the centre of the buckle, i.e., . The same approximation was made by Hobbs [9] . The lateral soil resistance is also assumed constant. Two situations are considered in this paper, namely case for < 1 and case for 1 < < 2 . Thus, the governing equations that determine the configuration of the buckled pipeline are For case ( < 1 )
For case
where 1 , 2 , 3 are the lateral deflections, is the elastic modulus and is the moment of inertia of the pipe's crosssection.
The lateral soil resistance (a force per unit length) can be written as
where is lateral friction coefficient. Let
The general solutions of Eq. (3) 
For case 
By symmetry, the slope of the deflection and the shear force at = 0 must be zero. In addition, the displacement, slope and moment at = 2 must be zero too. So the boundary conditions at x = 0 and = 2 are
In addition, the displacement, slope, moment and shear force must be continuous at = 1 and = , while the displacement at = 1 must be zero. So the following matching conditions at = 1 and = are imposed. For case (0 < < 1 )
( 1 ) = 3 3 3 ( 1 )
The overall lateral force balance is
for the point force at = 2 . This 2 is required to prevent a lobe forming in the horizontal plane. (The pipeline is not constrained in the horizontal plane in practice, only resisted by lateral soil resistance, so in general further oscillations or lobes may form. By assuming that these do not form, i.e., that a third mode of lateral buckling is formed, the immobilised part of the pipeline for > 2 is effectively considered to provide a rigid support against which the buckled part of the pipeline pushes. This requires the point force 2 at = 2 . However, the deformed shape and the buckling path can be predicted accurately by using the assumption of a third mode [24] , so this assumption is employed in this paper.) Axial deformation of the pipeline within the section 2 ≤ ≤ s is governed by the equation
where is the cross-sectional area of the pipeline. Eq. (15) is solved subject to the slip-length boundary conditions [10]
giving for the axial displacement
Based on Eq. (17), the axial displacement at = 2 is
Axial deformation of the pipeline within the buckled section 0 ≤ ≤ 2 is governed by the equation
with two boundary conditions
and two matching conditions at b
The general solutions of Eq. (19) are obtained as follows:
̅ 1 ( ), ̅ 2 ( ) and ̅ 3 ( ) will be used later when computing the total potential energy of a pipeline buckling solution.
The axial force balance is also noted:
Now the compatibility between axial and lateral deformation in the feed-in region 0 ≤ ≤ is used to derive a relationship between the axial compressive force at the centre of the pipeline and the temperature difference 0 . Compatibility can be expressed as
(24) where 1 is the length of axial thermal expansion within the feed-in region 0 < < due to high pressure and high temperature. 2 is the geometric shortening, which allows for the additional length introduced by the lateral displacement. Eq. (24) simply states that, since there are virtual anchor points at distance s from the centre of the pipe, the extra length of pipe in the buckle must come from axial expansion of the mobilised section of pipeline.
The length of axial thermal expansion 1 can be obtained by
where ∆ ̅ ( ) is the amount of decrease of axial compressive force along the pipeline after the pipeline buckles, given by
Thus, 1 is expressed as
and by combining Eq. (24) and Eq. (27) can be written as
Meanwhile, 2 can be obtained as Combining Eq. (23) and Eq. (28), finally the following relationship is obtained:
Within the range of linear elastic response this compressive force 0 can be written as
is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion. 0 is the total temperature difference, which is composed of the initial temperature difference and the equivalent temperature difference generated by internal pressure [35] .
Given 0 , Eq. (30) The bending moment along the buckled pipeline can be computed as
and the corresponding bending stress σ along the buckled pipeline is given by
The maximum stress along the pipeline induced by axial compressive force and bending moment can be obtained through the following expression:
Results

Energy analysis
The typical relationship between lateral buckling amplitude (in this study always = (0)) and total temperature difference 0 for a typical solution with distributed buoyancy section is shown in Fig. 3 . = 1 in Fig. 3 represents the case for pipeline without distributed buoyancy section. The significant point along the post-buckling path corresponds to the minimum critical temperature difference . = 20.49 ℃ for this case (discussed below). For 0 > two solution branches exist, which will be referred to as -and -, as shown in Fig. 3 . The energies of these two branches are compared to assess the stability of these two branches.
The total potential energy relating to the buckled pipeline (in the feed-in region 0 ≤ ≤ ) is given by = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 (35) The bending strain energy 1 can be expressed as 
The energy loss 3 due to axial soil resistance is
for both case and case (38) The axial compressive strain energy 4 due to the axial compressive force is However, when 0 is larger than , two lateral buckling states exist. Take 0 = 21.64 ℃, for example. When 0 reaches 21.64 ℃, the pipeline will remain unbuckled in the absence of a disturbance or imperfection, corresponding to point in Fig. 3 . However, the deformed states b and c are available as well and a sufficiently large disturbance may cause a jump from to one of these buckled states. Thus a jump occurs from to either or in Fig. 3 . The total energy is calculated through Eq. (35) to determine the relative stability of the two branches.
The total energy of branches -and -for the lateral post-buckling state are denoted by and , respectively. and are the total potential energies of the unbuckled pipeline with distributed buoyancy section of corresponding length . / and / are illustrated in Fig. 4 . = 1 in Fig. 4 represents the case of a pipeline without distributed buoyancy section.
All the values of / are less than those of / , which means that the branch -is more stable than branch -. In addition, the value of / first increases slightly and then decreases with increasing temperature difference, while all the values of / are larger than 1, which means that branch -c is less stable than the trivial solution. The value of / decreases with increasing temperature difference, which means that the branch -becomes more stable with increasing temperature difference. / = 1 when the temperature difference reaches = 21.50 ℃ . For 0 < , / is bigger than 1, which means that the trivial solution is more stable. For 0 > , / is smaller than 1, which means that the branch -is more stable than the trivial state. Fig. 3 also displays the buckling curve for the same pipeline without distributed buoyancy section. For 0 > 1 two deformed states are available and an energy analysis shows that again the upper branch contains solutions with lower energy than the trivial state. A pipeline without distributed buoyancy section, therefore, would likely jump into a buckled state under a sufficiently large disturbance when 0 becomes larger than 1 . This buckling would be sudden, without any warning signs, and could happen at any point of a long immobilised pipeline. This potentially dangerous scenario is avoided by using a distributed buoyancy section, which forces the pipeline into a deformed state at a specific point and at lower 0 before the critical temperature 1 is reached. In Fig. 3 the amplitude of lateral deflection will be larger in the case of a distributed buoyancy section (at the same temperature difference 0 ). The effect of the distributed buoyancy section will be investigated in more detail in Section 3.2.
In Fig. 5 the composition of the total potential energy of the stable buckled pipeline is analysed, namely branch -. Both 1 / and 2 / first increase slightly and then reduce to less than 10% with increasing temperature difference. However, 3 / increases rapidly with temperature. The conclusion can be drawn that for large temperature difference the main energy loss is due to axial soil resistance. 4 / decreases rapidly to 50% at about 25 ℃ first and then decreases slightly with increasing temperature difference. Thus, the total potential energy of the buckled pipeline at large 0 consists mainly of 3 and 4 . Fig. 4 Ratio of the energy between the buckled state and the pre-buckling state.
= 25 m. 
Parameter study
In this section, a typical pipeline with distributed buoyancy section resting on the seabed is analysed in the third lateral buckling mode. The deformed shapes and bending stresses along the pipeline with different and under the same temperature are analysed and discussed first. Then the properties of pipeline lateral buckling, such as the lateral buckling amplitude , the axial compressive force , the length of axial thermal expansion 1 and the maximum axial compressive stress , are presented and analysed. Finally, the influence of and on the minimum critical temperature difference , and is discussed. The effect of the distributed buoyancy section is demonstrated by employing the analytical formulation developed in Section 2 taking the parameters in Table 1 as a realistic case study. In this section, all the analysis is based on branch m-b, namely the stable branch. The case = 0 m and = 1 represents the situation of a pipeline without distributed buoyancy section, the results for which are similar to Hobbs's and Liu's results [9, 19] . Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively. In Fig. 6 , it is seen that a localised buckled shape is formed within a limited region in the middle of the pipeline due to the axial compressive force induced by the temperature difference. This shape consists of half a primary lobe in the positive direction ( > 0) and a secondary lobe in the negative direction ( < 0) for half a buckled pipeline. In Fig. 6 (a) , it is seen that the three cases with = 0.6 have b < 1 and therefore belong to case . By contrast, the cases in Fig. 6 (b) have 1 < b < 2 and therefore belong to case . The lateral displacement amplitude is attained at = 0 m for each case. It is clear that b has great influence on the deformed shapes of lateral buckling. The primary lobe for the case of b = 0 m is smaller than that for all the cases of b > 0 m, for both case and case . For case , the primary lobe increases with increasing b , while the secondary lobe decreases with increasing b . However, for case , the primary lobe decreases with increasing b , while the secondary lobe increases with increasing b .
In Fig. 7 it is seen that there are three maxima of bending stress in either the positive or negative direction. The maximum bending stress is attained at = 0 m, so the integrity of the pipeline will be lost first at the location = 0 m. The amplitude of bending stress at = 0 m for the case b = 10 m is larger than that for the case b = 0 m, which will decrease with further increase of b for case , as shown in Fig. 7 (a) . For the cases b = 51 m and b = 70 m, the maximum bending stress at = 0 m stays almost the same, which is smaller than that for b = 0 m and bigger than that for b = 90 m. This variation of the maximum bending stress at = 0 m is complicated. Since it is important in practice, its variation with b is analysed further in Section 3.2.2 below. The deformed shapes and the corresponding bending stresses σ along the buckled pipeline at different values of under the same operating temperature difference are presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , respectively. It is clear that has great influence on the deformed shapes of lateral buckling. The maximum displacement is attained at = 0 m for each value of . In Fig.  8 , the primary lobe for the case of = 1 is smaller than that for all the cases of < 1, for both case and case , while the secondary lobe is larger. Under decreasing , both the buckled region and the lateral deflection of the primary lobe increase. However, the secondary lobe shrinks with decreasing , as shown in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 9 it is seen that the maximum bending stress is attained at = 0 m for each value of , so the integrity of the pipeline will be lost first at the location = 0 m. For case , the value of does not have much influence on the distribution of the bending stress, as shown in Fig. 9  (a) . However, for case , in Fig. 9 (b) , the location of maximum bending stress moves away from the centre of the buckled pipeline with decreasing . All local maxima of bending stress decrease with decreasing for both case and case , but the amount of decrease for case is smaller than that for case .
Typical buckling behaviour
In this section, typical buckling behaviour for pipelines with distributed buoyancy section is analysed. All the analysis is based on the stable branch m-b. Fig. 10 Comparison between different lateral buckling modes. A comparison between different lateral buckling modes is shown in Fig. 10 . It is observed that the minimum critical temperature difference m for mode 3 is the smallest. This is the reason why the third mode is selected as the basis to derive the analytical solution in this paper. The minimum critical temperature difference for mode 1 is slightly larger than that for mode 3, while the minimum critical temperature difference for mode 2 is the largest. However, the lateral displacement amplitude in the post-buckling stage for mode 2 is the smallest under the same temperature difference. The relationships between lateral buckling amplitude and total temperature difference 0 at different values of are shown in Fig. 11 , while the relationships between the length of axial thermal expansion 1 and total temperature difference 0 at different are shown in Fig. 12 . In Fig. 11 the minimum critical temperature difference decreases with increasing for both case and case , which means that it will be easier for pipelines to have lateral buckling with larger . But the decreased amount of for case is smaller than that for case with the same increase in , which will be analysed in more detail in Section 3.2.3 below. After lateral buckling happens, namely for branch m-b, the lateral buckling amplitude increases under increasing total temperature difference at a specific for both case and case , as shown in Fig. 11 . This is because the length of the axial thermal expansion 1 increases with increasing total temperature difference (see Fig. 12 ), which means that more 1 will feed into the buckled region, leading to a more significant lateral buckle. The rate of increase of for case stays almost the same, as shown in Fig. 12 (a) . However, for case , in Fig. 12 (b) , the rate of increase of decreases with increasing . Also, increases with increasing for case with the same total temperature difference. The reason is that the primary lobe grows and the secondary lobe shrinks under increasing b (see Fig. 6 (a) ) and 1 increases with increasing (see Fig. 12 (a) ) at the same total temperature difference for case . By contrast, decreases with increasing for case at the same total temperature difference: according to Fig. 6 (b) , the primary lobe shrinks and the secondary lobe grows under increasing b for case , so with almost the same axial thermal expansion (see Fig. 12 (b) ), the rate of increase of decreases with increasing for case . Fig. 13 . It is seen in Fig. 13 that the axial compressive force decreases with increasing total temperature difference 0 for each specific . This shows that the process of lateral buckling results in an axial compressive force reduction under increasing 0 . The axial compressive force decreases with increasing for both case and case under the same total temperature difference. But the influence of on is very small for case , as shown in Fig. 13 (b) . Thus, the pipeline will be more stable, because of smaller axial compressive force in the post-buckling stage, if is larger.
The relationships between the maximum axial compressive stress and the total temperature difference 0 at different values of are shown in Fig. 14 . It is seen that the maximum axial compressive stress increases (in absolute value) with increasing total temperature difference 0 for given . The rate of increase decreases with increasing for case , while the rate of increase stays almost the same under varying for case . Taking 0 = 40 ℃ for example, the maximum axial compressive stress first increases for = 10 m, then decreases with increasing for case under the same total temperature difference. Meanwhile, the influence of for case is smaller than that for case for the same increase of . So the selection of the length is very important. The influence of on is complicated and will be discussed in Section 3.2.4 below. The relationships between the lateral buckling amplitude and the total temperature difference 0 at different values of are shown in Fig. 15 , while the relationships between the length of the axial thermal expansion 1 and the total temperature difference 0 at different values of are shown in Fig. 16 . In Fig. 15 the minimum critical temperature difference decreases with decreasing for both case and case , which means that it will be easier for pipelines to have lateral buckling if is smaller. After lateral buckling happens, namely for branch m-b, the lateral buckling amplitude increases under increasing total temperature difference at given for both case and case , as shown in Fig. 15 . This is because the length of axial thermal expansion 1 increases with increasing total temperature difference (see Fig. 16 ), which means that more 1 will feed into the buckled region. The rate of increase of for case stays almost the same, while for case it increases with decreasing . Meanwhile, increases with decreasing at the same total temperature difference for both case and case . The reason is that the primary lobe grows and the secondary lobe shrinks under decreasing (see Fig. 8 ) and 1 increases with decreasing (see Fig. 16 ) at the same total temperature difference for both case and case . The relationships between axial compressive force and total temperature difference 0 at different values of are shown in Fig. 17 . It is seen that the axial compressive force decreases with increasing total temperature difference 0 for each specific . This shows that the process of lateral buckling results in an axial compressive force reduction under increasing 0 . The axial compressive force decreases with decreasing for both case and case at the same total temperature difference. Thus, the pipeline will be more stable, because of smaller axial compressive force in the postbuckling stage, if is smaller. The relationships between the maximum axial compressive stress and the total temperature difference 0 at different values of are shown in Fig. 18 . It is seen that the maximum axial compressive stress increases (in absolute value) with increasing total temperature difference 0 for given . The rate of increase of stays almost the same for different values of for case , as shown in Fig. 18 (a) . However, the rate of increase of decreases with decreasing for case (see Fig. 18 (b) ). For both case and case , decreases with decreasing at the same total temperature difference, but the influence of for case is larger than that for case for the same decrease of . The influence of the distributed buoyancy section on the minimum critical temperature difference m is illustrated in Fig.  19 , while the influence of the distributed buoyancy section on the lengths 1 and 2 corresponding to m is presented in Fig. 20 . The result in Fig. 20 is used to judge whether the solution belongs to case or case . In Fig. 19 (a) and Fig. 20 (a) two important points, namely 1 and 2 , represent the boundary of case and case . In Fig. 19 (a) , for < ( 1 ) we have < 1 , so the solution belongs to case , while for ( has a more favourable effect on the decrease of m for case than for case . From Fig. 20 (b) it can be deduced that for = 25 m we have < 1 for all such that 0.1 < < 0.9. So the case = 25 m in Fig. 19 (b) belongs to case . On the other hand, for = 65 m we have 1 < < 2 for all such that 0.1 < < 0.9, so the case = 65 m in Fig. 19 (b) belongs to case . Fig. 19 (b) shows that m decreases with decreasing for both = 25 m and = 65 m, with the rate of decrease larger for = 65 m than for = 25 m. for 0 = 40 ℃ and = 0.6 is illustrated in Fig. 21 , while the influence of on the lengths 1 and 2 is presented in Fig. 22 . The values of m and m presented in Fig. 21 are normalised against the corresponding values of m and m for pipelines without buoyancy section. The result in Fig. 22 is used to judge whether the solution belongs to case or case . In Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 a key point, namely 3 , represents the boundary of case and case . In Fig. 22 (a) it is seen that for < ( 3 ) we have < 1 , so the solution belongs to case , while for > ( 3 ) we have 1 < < 2 , so the solution belongs to case . It is clear in Fig. 21 (a) that increases with increasing for case , while decreases with increasing for case . From Fig. 21 (b) , for case , increases slightly when increases from 0 m to 8 m, while decreases when increases from 8 m to 50.64 m. For case , also increases first and then decreases with increasing . on the normalised lateral displacement amplitude and the normalised maximum axial compressive stress for 0 = 40 ℃ is illustrated in Fig. 23 , while the influence of on the lengths 1 and 2 is presented in Fig. 24 . The values of m and m presented in Fig. 23 are normalised against the corresponding values of m and m for pipelines without buoyancy section. The result in Fig. 24 is used to judge whether the solution belongs to case or case . From Fig. 24 (a) and Fig. 24 
Minimum critical temperature difference
Imperfection effect
The analysis so far has assumed that the profile of the unbuckled pipeline is perfectly straight in the horizontal plane, namely no horizontal offset. Deviations from a straight profile for pipelines are introduced by the pipe-laying vessel's sway motion during the installation process. Large lateral offsets may be difficult to implement during installation; only very small offsets are likely during normal installation [36, 37] . The out of-straightness or initial lateral imperfection can lower the safe temperature difference and affect the post-buckling behaviour. Therefore, it is important to investigate the effect of imperfections on the lateral buckling behaviour of pipelines with distributed buoyancy section. In this analysis, a lateral deflection imperfection is imposed around the location of the buoyancy section, the configuration of which is the configuration obtained in this paper, namely 1 , 2 and 3 . So only the amplitude of the initial imperfection om should be applied. There are two possible states for a pipeline initial imperfection: unstressed or stressed pipe. The unstressed pipe corresponds to a local imperfection in the pipe itself, which means the initial state of the pipeline with such an imperfection is unstressed. The stressed pipe represents the case where the unstressed pipeline is straight and where it forms an initial curvature due to the pipe-laying vessel's sway motion or foundation irregularities. So the imperfection included here is the stressed case. For this case, the equations governing the horizontal deflection will not be affected. The effect of the initial imperfection is that an initial geometric shortening 20 exists. This shortening 20 can be calculated by Eq. (29) when the amplitude of initial imperfection om is given. So, Eq. (30) should be rewritten as Fig. 25 The effect of imperfections on the load-deflection behavior. Arrows indicate dynamic jumps under increasing (to the right) or decreasing (to the left) 0 . The effect of imperfections on the load-deflection behaviour of the pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 25 , which shows an enlargement of the region of interest in Fig. 3 with some typical imperfection curves added. It is seen that for smaller values of the imperfection amplitude, such as om = 0.4 m, the load-deflection curves have folds where dynamic jumps of the structure may occur under both increasing and decreasing temperature. Taking om = 0.4 m as an example, when the temperature difference increases to 0 ( ), the pipeline will jump from point to point if some disturbance occurs. With further increasing temperature difference, the pipeline will follow the post-buckling path. When the temperature difference decreases from 0 ( ) to 0 ( ), the pipeline will follow the post-buckling path from point to point . Then, the pipeline will jump from point back to point . For larger values of the imperfection amplitude, such as om = 0.7 m, this snapthrough phenomenon disappears.
Error analysis and validation
The main approximation made in the theory is that the lateral buckling solution is calculated under the assumption of a constant compressive force P (cf. Eq. (3) and Eq. (4)), an approximation generally made in the literature (e.g., [9] ). In doing this the extra contributions to the pressure for 0 < < 2 in Eq. (1) are ignored. However, it is good to stress that this approximation is only made in calculating the shape of the lateral buckling solution and not in the computation of the corresponding temperature difference (based on deformational compatibility) and not in the energy analysis in Section 3.1.
In order to investigate the error incurred by this constant-P approximation, the lateral buckling solution with constant compressive force 1 = + + 1 ( 2 − ) is also calculated, and denoted by case -2 . 1 is the actual axial compressive force at = 2 . Since 1 is the maximum compressive force attained in the buckled configuration, case -2 will give an upper bound to the error. The lateral displacement amplitude and maximum axial compressive stress of case -2 are denoted by and , respectively. The two cases are compared in Fig. 26 and Fig. 27 . Fig. 26 shows that the difference between case and case -2 is very small, the critical temperatures being 20.48 ℃ and 19.64 ℃, respectively (an error of 4.1 %). In Fig. 27 it is seen that the error of lateral displacement amplitude and maximum axial compressive stress between case and case -2 is large around the critical temperature, but decreases rapidly to −5 % -5 % away from the critical temperature. The large relative error near criticality is natural since the lateral deflection is so small. It causes no problems in practice as the absolute stress levels involved are very low (see Fig. 26 ). Validation with test data. To validate the analytical results proposed in this paper, another case is calculated by using the test parameters listed in Table 2 . These parameters are the same as those used in the reduced-scale model in [34] . The total pipe length in [34] was 195 m. Three distributed buoyancy sections with equal spacing of 2 = 65 m were installed to trigger lateral buckling, as shown in Fig. 28 .
represents the maximum possible axial feed-in length. is the axial compressive force at the virtual anchors between two buckles. By symmetry, the axial feed-in displacement at the midpoint between two buoyancy sections, namely at the virtual anchor between two buckles, is zero. So, for comparison with our model, a pipeline section with one buoyancy section, and of length = 65 m, is considered here. For this case, the maximum axial feed-in length is 32.5 m. When the feed-in length is smaller than this maximum value then two adjacent buckles triggered by two adjacent buoyancy sections are independent and all the formulae derived in this paper can be applied. When is larger than , the formula for axial compressive force should be modified due to the limit of axial feed-in length. In that case, by axial force balance, the following equation can be obtained [38] = + 1 ( − b ) + b (42) and the length of axial expansion within the pipeline section 0 < < should be modified to
Then, given 0 and , Eq. (24) Fig. 29 . The present analytical results appear to agree well with the test data for 10.5 ℃ < 0 < 27.5 ℃. For 0 = 10.5 ℃, the error between analytical result and test data is 7.2 %. For 0 = 27.5 ℃, the error between analytical result and test data is 5.5 %. The errors are smaller than these two errors for 10.5 ℃ < 0 < 27.5 ℃. For comparison, results (labelled 'Pipe length=infinite') obtained by assuming that always < ,
i.e., that the required feed-in length is always available, are also included in Fig. 29 . It is noted that the lateral displacement amplitude for a pipe of length 65 m is much smaller than that for a pipe of 'infinite length'. This explains why multiple buoyancy sections should be installed at regular intervals to trigger less severe pipeline buckling at multiple planned locations. 
Discussion and Conclusions
Analytical solutions for the lateral buckling of unburied subsea pipelines with distributed buoyancy section have been derived. The solutions are based on small-deflection (beam) theory, but take exact account of the compatibility between axial and lateral deformation to obtain curves of lateral deflection and axial compressive stress against temperature difference 0 .
From our parameter studies the following conclusions can be drawn: (i) An energy analysis reveals several critical temperatures for pipelines with and without distributed buoyancy section (see Fig. 3 ). No lateral buckling solutions exist for temperatures less than the minimum critical temperature difference, which therefore represents an upper bound to safe operating temperatures for the pipeline. For temperatures larger than the minimum critical temperature difference, two solutions with distributed buoyancy section are available. Initially these have larger energy than the unbuckled pipe. However, typically, for only slightly higher temperatures ( 0 > ) one of the solutions acquires an energy lower than that of the trivial solution (see Fig. 4 ). For such temperatures, the unbuckled pipe with distributed buoyancy section can therefore be considered unstable under sufficiently large perturbations (e.g., dynamic disturbances due to irregular fluid flow through the pipe or earthquakes). Meanwhile, the pipeline without distributed buoyancy section becomes similarly unstable under large perturbations at the higher temperature m1 (it was shown in [24] that the trivial solution becomes eventually unstable under small perturbations in a Hamiltonian-Hopf bifurcation at much larger temperature difference). This instability, however, is sudden and may occur anywhere along the pipe. Thus, by introducing a controlled deformation at a specific location, a distributed buoyancy section causes the pipeline to buckle laterally at lower temperature difference, thereby avoiding a potentially hazardous instability.
(ii) For pipelines with distributed buoyancy section, under the same operating temperature difference, the primary lobe increases while the secondary lobe decreases with increasing length of buoyancy section for case . However, for case , the primary lobe decreases while the secondary lobe increases with increasing length of buoyancy section. For both case and case , the primary lobe grows and the secondary lobe shrinks with decreasing weight ratio.
(iii) The minimum critical temperature difference decreases with increasing length of buoyancy section and decreasing weight ratio for both case and case . However, for a given weight ratio, the rate of decrease of minimum critical temperature difference for case is much larger than that for case . For a given length of buoyancy section, the rate of decrease of minimum critical temperature difference for case is smaller than that for case . (iv) Under the same operating temperature difference, for a given weight ratio, lateral displacement amplitude increases with increasing length of buoyancy section for case , while lateral displacement amplitude decreases with increasing length of buoyancy section for case . Also, for both case and case , the maximum axial compressive stress increases slightly first and then decreases with increasing length of the buoyancy section. For a given length of the buoyancy section, the lateral displacement amplitude increases while the maximum axial compressive stress decreases with decreasing weight ratio for both case and case . The rate of increase of the lateral displacement amplitude and the rate of decrease of the maximum axial compressive stress are almost constant with decreasing weight ratio for case , but increase with decreasing weight ratio for case .
(v) An imperfection analysis shows that a snap-through instability occurs for relatively small values of the imperfection amplitude. For sufficiently large imperfection amplitude this snap-through instability disappears.
(vi) An error analysis shows that the assumption of constant axial compressive force for the calculation of lateral deflection is acceptable. A comparison between the analytical solution and test data shows good agreement.
(vii) In this paper the case of a single buoyancy section is considered, but in Section 3.5 it is indicated how the model can be extended to multiple buoyancy sections, which may be employed to significantly reduce lateral buckling amplitudes. 
